the fixed point property implies completeness and [15] for a generalization to Dedekind -complete structures). Many authors, following the idea of Tarski, have proposed various generalizations of the Tarski theorem and new concepts were developed. We do not intend to go into details here, a survey of the literature on this subject along with a discussion of some new ideas appears in Rival [10] ; an exposition and comments on the historical development of the subject will be found in Dugundji and Granas [5] . Let us only mention here a problem that has been posed, viz., to characterise those ordered sets that have the fixed point property (cf. [10] , Problem 1).
2. We consider here finite ordered sets. For a finite ordered set P, we consider the set<^*(P) of all non-empty chains of elements of P and we define a graph G(P) having •Z'(P) as the set of vertices. We give in terms of G(P) a condition, sufficient for P to have the fixed point property. We conjecture this condition to be also necessary. As an application, we consider the class of dismantlable finite ordered sets -as shown in ftival [9] (see |jj], Corollary 2) those sets have the fixed point property; we show that every dismantlable finite ordered set satisfies our condition.
Following Kuratowski and Mostowski [_8] , by a graph G on a set of vertices V we mean an antireflexive and symmetric n relation GcT and, for a vertex v, we denote by K(v), reap. L(v), the star of v in G, resp. the antistar of v in G, i.e., K(v) = {ye V | (v, y)e G} and L( v) = { y e V I (v, y) 4 g} J we shall occasionally write K(v, G) to denote the star of v f o in G when two or more graphs are discussed. We let G' = V \G and we shall say that G' is the complement of the graph G=, We shall use occasionally the symbol V(G) to denote the set V of vertices of the graph G and, for a finite set X, we denote by IXI the cardinality of X.
Our terminology concerning fixed point theory follows that of [5] ; in particular, a mapping f: P-~P of an ordered set P into itself is said to be isotone if x^y implies f(x)> ^f(y) for each pair x, y of elements of P.
3.
To begin with, consider a non-empty finite ordered set P. We define a graph G(P)c ¿(p) 2 by letting
We start with the following proposition. For a graph G on a set V, by an endomorphism h: G'-•-G' (mod u) of the complement G' of the graph G modulo the graph G we shall mean a mapping h of the' set V into itself such that (v, h(v))e G for each v e V and if v^ e L(v 2 ), then h(v 1 )e L(h(v 2 )) for each pair v.j, Vg of elements of V (such an h is to be understood as an endomorphism of the relational system <V, G'> , cf.
[_Q~], Ch. II, § 10, satisfying an additional requirement).
Proposition

1.
Let P be a finite ordered set. If there exists an isotone mapping f: P-P that has no fixed point, then there exists an endomorphism h: G(P)'---~G(P) (mod G(P)).
Proof. It suffices to observe that if an isotone mapping f: P-«-P has no fixed point, then LHf(L) = 0 for each chain L of elements of P and let h(L) = f(L) for each Le <*T(P). 4 . We now consider a graph G on a set V. We show that the problem of existence of an endomorphism of G' modulo G can be reduced to the problem of the existence of an endomorphism k: G(min)'--G(min)' (mod G(min)) for a minimal, in a sense, subgraph G(min) of the graph G.
For ve V and for we K(v), we shall say that w is an attract or for v if the following condition is satisfied? for each ueL(v), either we K(u) or there exists zeK(u) such that w e L(z)* For veV, we denote by K*(v) the set of attractors for v, i.e., K*(v) = |weK(v} | v is an attractor for vjj we shall occasionally write K*(v, G) when two or more graphs are concerned. The notion of an attraotor can be used to state a oondition, neoessary for the existenoe of an endomorphism of G' modulo G. Proposition 2.
If there exists an endomorphism h: G'-G'(mod G), then K*(v)/0 for every v e V.
Proof. * Indeed, if there was vQe V with K*(v Q ) ® 0, then h(v Q ) could not be an attractor for v Q , a contradiction.
We shall say that a graph G on a set V satisfies condi-
For a graph G on a set V, we consider the set 3C(k) = = {k(V)IV6 v} ordered by inclusion c . We shall say that a vertex veV is G-minimal if the star K(v) is a minimal element in the ordered setX(G). For a subset W of the set V, we define a subgraph GlW by letting G| W = {(*, y)e W 2 |(x, y)e g}.
Letting V* = {veV | v is G-minimal} and G* = GlV* t we define the subgraph G* of G. The following theorem shows that G can be reduced to G* when the problem of the existence of an endomorphism of G' modulo G is concerned. Theorem 1.
An endomorphism h: G'-^G'(mod G) exists if and only if an endomorphism
Proof. We suppose first that an endomorphism h: G'-«-G'(mod G) exists and we check that the three following auxiliary statements are true. It should be observed, in particular, that if w^ is an attractor for v.,, w 2 is an attractor for v 2 and w^ L(w 2 ), then there exists G-minimal vertices u 1 and u 2 with K(u.j)c c K(w 1 ) and K(u 2 )cK(w 2 ) suoh that u 1 is an attractor for v.j, u 2 is an attractor for v 2 and u., e Llug).
Returning to the endomorphism hs G' --G'(mod G), for each veV, we choose a vertex k(v) suoh that _5. We state here a fixed point theorem for ordered sets* Proposition 1 and Proposition 4 imply Theorem 2. Let P be a finite ordered set. If there is no endomorphism of G(P)(>min)' modulo G(P)(min), then P has the fixed point property.
Proposition 2 yields Corollary 2. If G(P)(min) does not satisfy condition (A), then P has the fixed point property} in particular, if I V(G(P)(min) )l = 1, then P has the fixed point property. Remark 1.
It may be observed that it follows from the above discussion that each vertex of the graph G(P)* is a maximal chain of elements of P; in particular, if no element of P is simultaneously minimal and maximal, then no chain of cardinality equal to 1 is a vertex of G(P)*.
j>. To give an application of results of Section 5, we consider finite ordered sets having the property of dismantlability (see [l] , for the proof that those sets have a stronger fixed point property). We recall that an element a of an ordered finite set P is said to be irreducible if either a has exactly one predecessor or a has exactly one successor and that P is said to be dismantlable if P can be represented as the set j ..,n-1. We show that every dismantlable finite ordered set P has the property that no endomorphism of G(P)' modulo G(P) exists. Proposition 5.
If a finite ordered set P is dismantlable», then | V(G(P) (min))| = 1.
Proof. By induction n = |P|. We begin with the case n = 2 and in this case the proposition is manifest. We assume that the proposition is true in the case when ni k -71 -and consider at dismantlable set P with |Pl = k+1, i.e., F = |a0,a^,...»a^j, where aQ ie irreducible in P and a^ is irreducible in P \ |a ,a1,... »a^ | for j = 1,2,...,k-l.
Clearly, P^ = P\{aQ[ is dismantlable, hence, by the inductive assumption, |V(G(P1)(min))I = 1. We examine graphs G(P)* and G{ F^ )*; to this end, we consider sets=^(P) and./fP^. For a chain Lcp^ which has the property that LU |a0} is a chain of elements of P we let L* = LU {aQJ ; we let = «¡"(P^) and we denote bycf^ the set {lgcH L* is defined]. For Jlc<£^t we let {l*| leii), The following sets of chains form a partition of the set</(P):
(a) the set <£ ;
(b) the set c?*;
(c) the set {{aj} { it follows that _7. In Theorem 2 and Corollary 2, ahove, some conditions for a finite ordered set P sufficient for P to have the fixed point property are stated. We conjecture that the condition stated in Theorem 2 is also necessary.
Fixed point property a
Conjecture. A finite ordered set P has the fixed point property if and only if there is no endomorphism of G(P)(min) modulo G(P)(min).
It should be observed that the proof of Proposition 5 can be carried on in a more general setting, viz., we shall call a class J 0 of finite ordered sets decomposable if for each P e there exists an element ae P suoh that P\{a} e P ; clearly, Proposition 5 remains true for any decomposable class P with the property that every P in IP has the fixed point property. One cannot proceed further along the lines of Proposition 6 as Example 1 shows: the graph G therein admits no 3-selection.
The following problem deserves thus attention not only in the graph -theoretical context -in the light of Theorem 2 its solution would shed light on the structure of finite ordered sets having the fixed point property. By Theorem 1, we can restrict ourselves ta graphs whose vertices are all minimal. Problem 1. Let G be a finite graph and G = = G(min). What condition on the set 3C(G) = {k(V)|ve V(G)} is equivalent to the existence of an endomorphism of G' modulo G?
Let us observe that Problem 1 oan be stated in terms of choice functions, viz., let X be a finite set and K = = | K(x) | x e X} a cover of X suoh that xtfK(x) for each xeX, if xeK(y), then y e K(x) for each pair x, y of elements of X and K(x)\K(y) 4 0 4 K(y)\K(x) for each pair x, y of elements of Xj what condition on K is equivalent to the existence of a choice function h for K such that, for each pair x, y of elements of X, if x^K(y), then k(x) i K(h(y)) ? Problem 1 has a counterpart for infinite graphs. Problem 2.
Characterise those infinite graphs having the property that there exists an endomorphism of the complement modulo the given graph.
Let us finally observe that the results stated above are valid for infinite ordered sets having the property that there exists a natural number k such that each chain of elements of the given set intersects at most k other chains.
